
Dear Wilderness Dharma Movement Retreat Participant,

In just a few short months, we will be on retreat in Canyon de Chelly. Along with all the 
preparation of what to bring and how to get there, we wanted to provide a deeper look 

into the signifi cance of Canyon 
de Chelly to the Navajo people, 
both culturally and historical-
ly. As we are coming into their 
home, we felt it good to have a 
little understanding of the place 
and the people.

We have been helped in putting 
this together by Donna Schin-
dler,  a student of Anam Thubten 
who contacted us after hearing 
about the retreat in Canyon 
de Chelly. She had spent many 
years living in Kayenta on the 
Navajo reservation working as a 
psychiatrist, and continues to do 

the work long distance.  She describes her initial experience – “One month into the job I had 
already begun to wonder what was happening on the Rez; I had never witnessed anything 
like the despair and issues I was encountering though by that time I had been a psychiatrist 
for more than thirteen years”. 

In trying to fi nd some answers into the genesis of this despair,
she began to investigate the impact of what is called
“historical trauma” on the Navajo people. That took her
 into a profound exploration of the history and beliefs of 
the Navajo. She has shared some of her writings with 
us along with a short video. We also included other 
accounts, most notably from a wonderful book entitle 
“Bighorse, the Warrior” by Tiana Bighorse, edited
by Noel Bennett.  We have excerpted from all these 

sources in putting together some background information for us to 
consider before our retreat. 
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Navajo Beliefs

To talk about Navajo culture and way of life is the same as talking about Navajo spirituality. 
There is no word in Navajo that can be translated as religion. It is all intricately interdepen-
dent with the land and place as well.  The area that the Navajo, or, Diné a word meaning 
“the People”, consider their homeland is the Colorado Plateau, bordered by four sacred 
mountains. To east is Blanca Peak in southwestern Colorado, South is Mt. Taylor in northern 
New Mexico, west is San Francisco Peaks in Arizona and north is Hesperus Peak in south-
western Colorado.

At the center of the present day Navajo Nation sits the home of the gods, Canyon de Chelly.
The Diné, believe they passed through three different worlds before emerging into this 
world -  The Fourth World, or Glittering World. They believe there are two classes of beings: 
the Earth People and the Holy People. The Holy People are believed to have the power to 
aid or harm the Earth People. Since Earth People of the Diné are an integral part of the uni-
verse, they must do everything they can to maintain harmony or balance on Mother Earth. 

It is believed that centuries ago the Holy People taught the Diné how to live the right way 
and to conduct their many acts of everyday life. They were taught to live in harmony with 

Mother Earth, Father Sky and the many 
other elements such as man, animals, 
plants, 
and insects.

The Diné  life is particularly rich in cere-
mony and ritual, second only to some of 
the Pueblo groups. Almost every act of 
their life—the building of the hogán, the 
planting of crops, etc.—is ceremonial in 
nature, each being attended with songs 
and prayers.

There are also many ceremonies that take 
place one to seven days and nights.  In 
these ceremonies often dry-paintings, 
or sand painting are made, depicting the 
characters and incidents of myths. Just 
as with Tibetan sand mandalas, once the 

ceremony is finished, they are destroyed. 

There are also traditional rites of passage, and many ceremonies for blessings. For the 
most part, the majority of their ceremonies are to cure diseases and corn pollen is used as a 
blessing and as an offering during prayer 

One half of the major song ceremonies comprise the Blessing Way (Hózhǫǫǫǫjí), while the 
other half is the Enemy Way (Anaǫí Ndááǫ). The Blessing Way rite was based on “peace, 
harmony, and good things exclusively” and the Enemy Way, or Evil Way rite was concerned 
with the opposite. The Enemy Way ceremony is used for people who suffer from post-trau-



matic stress from war. It can take many, many years for a person to learn just one ceremony. 
It has been likened to getting a college degree.

Nine of their great nine-day ceremonies are for the treatment of ills, mental and physical, 
with the idea of bringing the person back into harmony. 

Being in harmony is at the heart of the Navajo beliefs. The way it is often expressed is Walk-
ing in Beauty: “hozho naasha”

The following is written by Patricia Anne Davis, MA and the Navajo Nation Justice 
Department:

“The four cardinal directions principles defined below are the “beauty way path” in the 
sense that beauty exists within us and around us as the light reflects through a rain-
bow.  The symbol of the rainbow is our sovereign communication with creator.
“hozho” – means “natural order.”  The term natural order is temporal time, cardinal direc-
tions, cycles of seasons correlated with principles placed in the four cardinal directions for a 
life journey.

The principles placed within the four cardinal directions are blessingway teaching translated 
to English as “the four corn-pollen footsteps”: child-youth-adult-elder.

Once one has experienced a ceremonial change process to correct the state of dis-ease/
disease their journey is in the natural order.  Then we are living the loving way, in right rela-
tionship to the elements of the four cardinal directions.  When we travel through life in this 
way we are walking in beauty.”

In beauty I walk.
With beauty before me, I walk.
With beauty behind me, I walk. 
With beauty below me, I walk.
With beauty above me, I walk.

With beauty around me, I walk.
It is finished in beauty.
It is finished in beauty.
It is finished in beauty.
It is finished in beauty.

Navajo wisdom goes very deep into areas that bear many similarities with the Vajrayana 
teachings in Tibetan Buddhism. A book that explores some of these parallel teachings – 
“Navajo and Tibetan Sacred Wisdom: The Circle of the Spirit” by Peter Gold, in an interesting 
resource, sometimes a little dense, but fascinating all the same. 



Navajo History

The first Navajo lived in northwestern Canada and eastern Alaska some one thousand years 
ago. They belonged to an Indian group sharing a common language called the Athabaskans. 
As time passed, many of the Athapaskans migrated southward. A number of Athapaskan 
bands, including the first Navajos, migrated southwards across the plains and to along the 
Rocky Mountains.  For hundreds of years, the early Athabaskan bands followed the herds of 
wandering animals and searched for good gathering grounds. Scientists, believe that some 

Athabaskan bands first came to the American Southwest around the 
year 1300.  

In the Southwest, the Tewa and the Zuñi called the newcomers Apachu 
meaning strangers/enemies. The newcomers who learned agriculture 
from the local Pueblo tribes and settled down to farming were called by 
the Spanish the Apaches de las Nabahu, the Apaches of the Cultivated 
Fields, which was subsequently shortened to Navajos.  The Navajos 
began to settle and farm throughout the region. 

In the meantime, the Spaniards began to colonize New Mexico. A number of small towns 
cropped up along the Rio Grande River. Santa Fe was founded in 1610 and became the 
most important town in the New Mexican colony. Contact between the Navajos and Span-
iards grew. From this contact, the Navajo were introduced to sheep and became herders 
and weavers. They were also introduced to horses and in no time, Navajos became better 
horsemen than the Spanish soldiers.

The tribe did not make official contact with the United States government until 1846, when 
a general invaded New Mexico during the Mexican American War. Despite a peace treaty, a 

series of raids on both 
sides inflamed ten-
sions between Ameri-
cans and the tribe. 
As more white set-
tlers pressed in upon 
Diné homeland and 
plans for transcon-
tinental railroads 
progressed, the U.S. 
Army set out to cap-
ture Navajos and 
incarcerate them at 
Fort Sumner in east-
ern New Mexico. 
Colonel Kit Carson led 
a scorched-earth mis-

sion in 1863 to force the Navajos’ surrender. Even their usual haven, Canyon de Chelly, was 
not an adequate hideout from Kit Carson and the troops that entered the Canyon to remove 
the Navajo hiding there. 
  



The book that gave me a feel for the strength and heart of the Navajo throughout all this 
sorrow is “ Bighorse, the Warrior” by Tiana Bighorse. In the book, Tiana, the daughter of Big-
horse, a warrior who helped protect and lead the people at the time of the Long Walk , tells 
his story as though speaking in his voice.  He was in Canyon de Chelly and fought during 
the attack by Kit Carson and the soldiers. 

In the words of Bighorse:   “Canyon de Chelly is a sacred place for the Navajos. This is where 
Mother Earth keeps her children hiding from the enemy. “  
They believed they would be safe there in their “ Mother Earth’s Underarm” But they weren’t. 
The attack was brutal and the fighting was fierce. 
Bighorse continues -  “ Warriors come to help. They scout the canyon from the rim. The 

enemy keeps trying very hard to get in the canyon and they get 
on their horses and fire at our cave. Our Navajo warriors shoot 
back with bows and arrows. We don’t have lots of guns, maybe 
only 5 guns to each group of a hundred warriors. There are lots of 
women and children that gets killed…. Some families jump down 
( from the cave)  because they don’t want to be shot by the ene-
my. They commit suicide. They think there is no way to be safe. It 
is very hard for us warriors to save the people. I am crying. I feel 
sorry for the people that are killing themselves. There is dread-
ful fighting right in front of our eyes. Pretty soon the leader of 
the white soldiers commands to cease fire. He is frightened. He 
breaks down and weeps, saying “What a terrible thing we have 
done to these people”.  They make an agreement. There will be 
no more fighting. The white leader tells them to go to Fort De-

fiance to get the free food. The white soldier doesn’t know there is a tragic journey in the 
future for the Navajos”.

By 1864, about 8,000 Navajos had been forced through hunger to surrender and they be-
gan the “Long Walk” to the fort on the Pecos River. 

This was the beginning of what was to become a history of tragic encounters, broken trea-



ties and inhumane treatment of the Navajo by the American government. 
The following is excerpted from ‘The Book of the Navajo’, by Raymond Friday Locke. 
 “On the Navajo Rez, people did not often talk about things such as the Long Walk, which 
occurred in 1864.  After rounding up 8,000 Navajos, the U.S. government forced them to 
walk 300 miles in the bitter cold of winter. Anyone who was too old or sick to endure the 
walk was shot along the way.  A line of coyotes and crows followed the people, who were 
inadequately dressed and equipped to undertake the trip. 

After the first contingent had been sent off to Fort Sumner, food supplies became scarce 
at the two Army posts in the Dineteh ( Navajo land) and there was no clothing nor blankets 
to give to the freezing Navajos who gave themselves up.  On March 4, a group of 2400 left 
Fort Canby, their numbers already reduced by the 126 who had died of dysentery the week 
before.  The night before they left the Navajos were given wheat flour, a food totally strange 
to them, and were not instructed as to its preparation.  Thinking it was the corn meal of the 
Bilagaana (Navajo land) , the Navajo women made a cold gruel in the same manner they 
made corn meal mush.  Those that ate the flour gruel the night before the departure and 
were stricken with cramps were lucky.  They were left behind.  The ones who ate it on the 
first day of the march fell ill along the trail and were shot by the military escorts. 
By the second day’s march a very severe snowstorm set in which went on for four days, 
and occasioned great suffering amongst the Indians, many of whom were nearly naked and 
unable to withstand such a storm.

Those who couldn’t keep up—the elders and children—were shot along the way.  The survi-
vors were detained at Bosque Redondo for four years, separated from their sacred home-
land. 

At Bosque Redondo there was never enough to eat and everyone was living in makeshift 
shelters, as materials were not available to construct hogans.  Some families were living in 
holes they had dug in embankments, others had erected crooked poles and covered them 
with sheepskins.  The supplies obtained were far too little to feed the approximately 8000 
Navajos and 400 Apaches who were on the reservation.  Their crops failed and in the winter, 
they not only had inadequate food but not enough clothing or blankets.  They pulled mes-
quite roots from the ground to use as fuel.  
In an account from Moses DENEJOLI, he recalls:
“The U.S. Army fed corn to its horses. Then, when the horses discharged undigested corn 
in their manure, the Dine would dig and poke in the manure to pick out the corn that had 
come back out. They could be seen poking around in every corral. They made the undigest-
ed corn into meal. 

The people begged to be sent home. The Dine held a special ceremony to seek guidance 
about whether they would be sent home. They believed the Coyote was an indicator of 
direction, so they caught a female Coyote. Barboncito (one of the Navajo leaders) told the 
Dine to stay calm and he approached the Coyote. When he walked up to it he did what is 
called the Put Bead in Coyote’s Mouth ceremony. The Coyote was facing east. Barboncito 
caught the animal and put a piece of white shell, tapered at both ends, with a hole in the 
center, into its mouth. As he let the Coyote go free, she turned clockwise and walked off 
timidly, with her tail between her legs toward the west. Barboncito commanded the Dine to 
make way for the Coyote, and they did. Once she had gone through the circle, the Coyote 
started running westward, and Barboncito remarked, “There it is, we’ll be set free.” Four 



days later the commanding officer asked the Dine if they really missed their country. The 
Dine responded noisily, “Yes, we miss our country very much and would like to go back.” 
Soon after that, they were set free and walked back to Fort Defiance, Arizona. “

_____________________________________________________

The Navajos were given a territory containing Fort Defiance, Chinle, Many Farms and 
Shiprock. Twenty-nine Navajo leaders signed the treaty - Barboncito being the most import-
ant figure.  After traveling for more than a month, the Navajos were once more in their own 
traditional homeland now known as the “Navajo Reservation”.

But that was not the end of their persecution.  The next wave came through the passing 
in 1887 by Congress  of the Compulsory Indian Education Law.  Subsequently boarding 
schools were built throughout the reservation —and agents scoured the countryside for 
students to fill them up. Navajo children were kidnapped from their homes at gunpoint and 
sent to one of the reservation schools or to boarding schools established by the govern-
ment.  Often the agents found the children herding or working in fields and took them away 
in their buckboards, neither knowing nor caring who their parents were.  Sometimes it was 
years before the children returned home to parents who had given them up for dead.  Many 
of them died escaping from the schools in New Mexico, Colorado, Arizona, California and 
Oklahoma. 

The boarding schools, run by missionaries of various Christian denominations, became 
reformatories and discipline was enforced rigidly and, often, with considerable brutality. 
Children were beaten, handcuffed, bound in leg irons locked up in dank cellars and starved 
for days on end for trying to escape, infractions of rules of deportment, or, for merely 
speaking Navajo.  

“The Book of the Navajo” describes the humiliating treatment of the children in the board-
ing schools where they spent at least 4 years away from their families:
“Every effort was made to teach them to be white.  They were forced to discard their native 



clothing and wear the castoffs of the dominant culture; they were told that the songs and 
legends taught them by their parents were the ‘work of the devil’ and had to be erased from 
memory.  They were not allowed to speak their own language and were, in fact, taught to 

forget it.  Their names were changed 
to Charlie, Joe, Bessie, Linda or some 
other Christian appellation.  Anything 
and everything that was “indian” was 
forbidden—yet they were never al-
lowed to forget that they were Indian.  
They were taught to be ashamed of 
their race, yet dressed in the style of 
the whites and with their hair cut to a 
length acceptable by the missionar-
ies, they knew they were still Indians.  
Very few passed through the boarding 
school educational system without suf-
fering some psychological injury.  

Too often homecoming was even more 
of a psychological shock than entering the boarding school had been.  They returned, hav-
ing long since forgotten Navajo, to parents and friends who spoke no English.”  

______________________________________

All of this tragic history created a fertile ground for the development of the syndrome 
known as intergenerational post-traumatic stress disorder or historical trauma.  Some 
Native elders very simply refer to it as “the soul wound.” 

The term “historical trauma” was coined by Native American social worker and mental 
health expert Maria Yellow Horse Braveheart in the 1980s.

Braveheart’s definition states that historical trauma “is cumulative emotional and psycho-
logical wounding, over the lifespan and across generations, emanating from massive group 
trauma.” From the initial colonialization period, through war, forced relocation, subjugation, 
destruction of the family system, identity confusion to racism up through the present day… 
years of unresolved grief.  

It shows up now in depression, anxiety, suicide, alcoholism and high incidence of domestic 
violence.  As one mental health worker describes it “What they are now doing to
themselves, was done to them”. 

Donna Schindler created a short video which vividly illustrates much of what is written here 
and is well worth watching:

http://healingthrustories.com/videos/hozhonahaslii/

She sent us this message along with the video: 

When I got the message about Anam Thubten’s meditation retreat in Canyon de 



Chelly. I was surprised  and so hopeful that perhaps the intentions of the group could 
be of help.  While we have worked on the ‘soul wound ‘of the Dine for many years, the 
people still suffer greatly from the unhealed past. Suicide, depression, and diabetes 
occur at much higher rates amongst Native Americans than other populations in the 
United States. The canyon, which was the site of a massacre in 1864, needs healing.  
The Dine people need healing.  I am grateful that you are making the trip to the Can-
yon which is a very sacred place. I hope your time there will be good.  Thank you for 
taking the time to read this. 

In Buddhism, we speak of Bodhisattva warriors. In Bighorse, the Warrior, Tiana Big-
horse describes what the word “warrior” means in Navajo:

In Navajo, a warrior means someone who can get through the snowstorm when 
no one else can.

In Navajo, a warrior is the one that doesn’t get the flu when everyone else does, the 
only one walking around, making a fire for the sick, giving them medicine, feeding 
them food, making them strong to fight the flu.

In Navajo, a warrior is the one who can use the words so everyone knows they are 
part of the same family.

In Navajo, a warrior says what is in the people’s hearts. Talks about what the land 
means to them. Brings them together to fight for it. 


